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Entrance:
Since the beginning of the revolution in Syria and the result of conflicts, many villages and
cities have been destroyed and many innocent people were killed, in order to escape from this
painful reality, some of them emigrated to the neighboring countries such as Iraq, Lebanon,
turkey, Jordan and others, to live in refugee camps and wait for unknown destiny, but their
situation in those countries wasn't much better than their situation in Syria, that the high number
of refugees and the lack of services made life difficult there.
They became victims of the great powers interests, breaking into the sea and forest depths
fleeing to the unknown, perhaps they will reach to a safe wilderness away from the specter of
death and forget their torment, some of them died drowning in the sea or in the forest, and he
rest of them arrived to their destination to begin a new page in an unknown life.
And those who remind in the homeland, they preferred to move to safe areas that would provide
them with security and peace, so they found what they want in the three Rojava/Northern Syria
provinces: Al-Jazeera province, Kobani and Afrin. these areas which take the third line and
don't stop next to any party from the conflicting parties, where the democratic selfadministration runs its regions, where all components live a participatory life.
They have taken the legitimate right defense against any danger faced, this is why the women's
protection units (YPJ) and the peoples' protection units (YPG) were established, to be a
defensive force in the face of any threat to their areas.
The causes of emigrating to Afrin
province:
Afrin is located in the northwestern corner
of Syria, and it is 60 Km away from Aleppo
province, the emigration to the province
began since the beginning of the crisis
because of the clashes between regime and
the free army. with the intensification of the conflict, the influx of refugees to the province
increased to more than 300,000 refugee from various Syrian regions near to Afrin such as

(Aleppo, Hamma, Al-Raqqa, Idlib, Kobani, Izaz, Al-Tabqqa, Ihzer, Tel Hasel, Tel Aaran, Kefr
Naya ….. ) and other regions.
They distributed to the villages, cities of Afrin and the shelters as follows:
- in the province center: 143505 refugees.
- in Sherawa area: 76005 refugees.
- in jendres area: 43510 refugees.

-

in Rajo area: 6970 refugees.
in Shran area: 10105 refugees.
in Shekh Al-Hadid area: 780 refugees.
in Bilbil area: 1645 refugees.
in Maabtli area: 2207 refugees.

The total number of refugees are 284,727 refugees.
One of the most important reasons that led people to move to the province is the security and
peace in Afrin, and because of its proximity to the most conflict and the easy access to it. in
addition to the joint living between the Syrian components on the Afrin lands, which they
embraced by their children with hospitality and provided them with what they can submit. the
self-administration also facilitated the entry of refugees into the province, this has led the
refugees to integrate into society and lead a normal life without discrimination.
After a significant increase in the refugees number, the self-administration decided to create
Rubar camp near Al-Basela village in Al-Sherawa area. However, the continuation of the Syrian
crisis and the Turkish state attacks on the northern border of Syria have increased the rate of
emigration to the camp, to reach the maximum capacity, it was necessary to approve the
establishment of Al-Shahba camp near to kashtar village in sherawa area.
About Rubar Camp:

Rubar camp is located in the east of Afrin city about 25 Km away from it, it has established on
27/9/2014 with a preliminary capacity reach to 100 tents, with (575) family to be a safe place
for the Syrian refugees who fleeing from the death specter in areas of (Tel Refaat, Maraa, Shekh
Issa, Babis, Al-bab, izaz, Kefr Naseh, Aleppo and its western countryside, Al-Qunitera,
Hamma, Humus, Al-Tabqqa, Idlib and Damascus countryside). But the Turkish state has
attacked the camp with missiles more than once, and the children of the camp came out
objecting to the bombing on 30/7/2017. On 18/1/2018 the camp was hit by shrapnel came from
the Turkish territory. as a result, seven families left the camp for fear of their lives.
Al-Shahba Camp:
The camp is located on the southeast of Afrin about 25 Km away from it. The selfadministration has established it on 14/7/2016 after the Turkish state attacks on the northern
Aleppo countryside, and the continues clashes between the opposition and ISIS organization.

The camp capacity reach to 270 tent with 273 families, migratory families came from several
areas such as (Harbl, Al-Shekh Issa, Im Hush, Al-Wrdia, Tel Mksour, Al-Shahba's dam areas,
Al-Bab, Menbeg, Izaz, Al-Raqqa and Al-Tabqqa), the rest of the immigrants distributed to the
cities and villages of Afrin.
The Barbaric Attack of the Turkish State on Afrin:
After the plans of the Turkish government president Rejab Tayyib Erdogan failed to stop the
federation project of Rojava/the north of Syria, on 20/1/2018 the Turkish authorities carried out
a blatant attack on the safe cities and villages of Afrin, once under the pretext of pursuing

terrorists who claim to be in Afrin, and one under the pretext of creating a buffer zone to house
the Syrian refugees who residing in turkey their number about 3,5 million refugees.
As part of a military aggression had attended with factions of extremist organizations which
loyal to the Turkish government called the "Dera Al-Furat ", the military aggression called "the
olive branch" which symbolizes peace, unlike the Turkish occupation essence, where he
penetrated the Afrin province territory land and air using his armor and warplanes, to leave
behind destruction and murder wherever it may be, the victims number of the Turkish raids
from 20/1/2018 to 27/1/2018 (86) civilians and wounded 198 civilians from (women, men and
children) most of the victims were immigrants.
The Turkish raids targeted densely populated areas to kill dozens of innocent civilians including
children and women, from all Afrin areas, and the evidence for this is many as following:
The Turkish warplanes targeted the Mobata area of Afrin province, and led to the martyrdom of
a family members consisting of seven people, they are (Taha Al-Khater, Amina Al-Khater,
Zekia Al-Khater, Israa Al-Khater, Safaa Al-Khater and Yusra Al-Khater), it is noteworthy that
the family fled from Idlib to escape from the conflict there.

-An Armenian family attacked which they had fled a century ago from the massacres which the
Ottoman empire committed against Armenians, Rosher Konis has martyered and his 57 years
old mother Shamsa Konis had injured, and his sister Hanifa Konis who her leg amputated as
result for her injury.

As their warplanes fires has targeted Al-Khalil village of Rajo area on 28/1/2018 morning
which led to martyrdom a number of civilians and wounded others.
The Turkish terrorism wasn't limited just to that, they also trying to obliterate the history by
beating the archaeological sites in Ain Dari in Sherawa area, where the site destroyed and
became a pile.
The main objective of the military operation is to intimidate and emigrate the safe population, to
become Afrin empty for their plans to change the region's demographics by deporting
indigenous people and settlement Turkmen families.
But the dreams of Turkish-ottoman occupation began to fade in the face of Afrin peoples'
steadfastness, who refused to leave their land to the invaders.

When the Turkish army was unable to break the defense barrier in Afrin and progress in it, they
are trying to sink the area by targeting Meidanki dam (17 April dam) which located about 12
Km away north of Afrin city, where they targeted it three times in ten days, threatening the lives
of thousands people from nearby villages.

The Turkish policy towards the northern regions of Syria:
The Turkish state since the beginning of the revolution in Rojava/north Syria has been worked
to confuse the Kurds' attempts to establish any kind of federalism, arguing that such this entity
would encourage the Kurds in southern Turkey who are more than 20 million Kurds to the
insurgency and demand their rights.
The Turkish state tried to intervene in direct and indirect ways by supporting terrorist groups to
create tension, as a result many clashes broke out that claimed many innocent lives, but all their
plans in the region failed because of the Syria's democratic forces courage in the fight against
terrorist groups and the first of them ISIS.
Turkey resorted to military intervention in many areas of north Syria and violation the Syrian
state sovereignty in the front of the world's eyes under the name of protecting national security
and fighting ISIS who threatens their border as they claimed.
The "Drea Al-Furat" campaign began on 24-August-2016 which is composed from Syrian
factions supported by the Turkish government and with the Turkish "Al-mit" intelligence
participation, they occupied the Grabbles town which located on the northern border of Syria,
the aim was to impose the control who called the Syrian opposition loyal to it, to be an area for
them to start form more than one direction and according to several axes and prevent the Kurds
from taking control on the city.
And they have already taken control after the withdrawal of the ISIS organization from it
without firing a single bullet and this is the biggest evidence of turkey's agreement with ISIS to
withdrawal from the city.
Turkey has adopted the Turkization policy in Grabbles city and imposed on the Kurds to accept
the reality or leave, where they raised the Turkish flag on its institutions and launched Turkish
names on Al-Grabbles areas, to declare to everyone that their goals is to occupy the Syrian
territory.

This what the Turkish interior minister Suleiman soeilw confirmed at a news conference in
dinizli, where he said " I speak as interior minister, there are in each of Izaz, Mara and Grabbles
a surrogate, security managers and military leaders belonging to us".

The Turkish state aim from occupy the Rojava/north of Syria regions is to change the
region demographics.
The mercenaries of "Dera Al-Furat" which
supported by turkey and its security
apparatus "The Turkish Al-Met", which
occupied Al-Shahba areas (northern Aleppo
countryside) carried out an arbitrary arrests
campaign and executions against Kurdish
civilians, they also forcibly emigrate the
indigenous Kurds and settled families of
"Dera Al-Furat" this policy is not new to
turkey, where they have systematically and
publicly practiced it in its mercenary attacks in 2013 on the villages of (Tel Aran, Tel Hasel and
all the northern country side of Aleppo city).
Where the Turks through Al-Bab countryside to destruction 70 Kurdish villages almost
complete destruction.
Urgent Appeal:

We appeal to all international forces to break their silence and pressure on turkey to stop its
aggression against Afrin region and stop its violation of the Syrian sovereignty.
We appeal to the international originations, especially those concerned with human rights to
trial turkey and its president Erdogan for war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by
them in everywhere they occupied in Syria especially in Afrin.
We appeal to the international organization which concerned to support the Afrin province with
regard to immigrants and to secure their basic needs, first of which is security and stability.
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